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This paper deals with recovering band- and energy-limited signals from a finite
set of their perturbed samples taken at slightly wrong points. The perturbations in
sample points reading (called jitter) and in the measurements of the corresponding
samples are assumed to be bounded by # and $, respectively. The goal is to analyze
how the minimal worst-case recovery error depends on # and $. This is accom-
plished by proving tight upper and lower bounds on the diameter of information.
The main conclusion is that the jitter causes the error of order #032+$, where 0
is the bandwidth.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Many computations require recovering functions from their samples
taken at some time knots. Usually the data is contaminated with some
measurement noise andor roundoff errors. Evaluating a function f at time
t we often get f (t)+$, where |$| is bounded by a constant independent of
f. Consequences of such inaccuracies for some classes of functions f have
recently been studied in [9] (see also [13]). This paper deals with
recovering functions from their noisy samples taken at slightly wrong
points, i.e., the information about a function f consists of finitely many
quantities f (tk+#k)+$k , where |#k | and |$k | are bounded by constants
independent of f and tk .
We focus our attention on band- and energy-limited functions and
formulate our task as follows. Given positive number 0, let L2[&0, 0]
denote the Hilbert space of complex-valued and square-integrable functions
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on the interval [&0, 0] and let B stand for the unit ball in L2[&0, 0].
Each element x in B yields a band- and energy-limited signal (function)
x (z)=|
0
&0
x(t) exp(itz) dt, z # C, i=- &1.
Given distinct points t0 , t1 , ..., tn # R we wish to reconstruct x (t0) for x # B
our sole knowledge on x being a vector y # Cn such that
&y&N x&p$,
where N x=[x (t~ 1), x (t~ 2), ..., x (t~ n)]T and |t~ k&tk |#. Here 1 p, & }&p
denotes the pth norm in Cn and # and $ are fixed positive numbers. For
convenience we define the vectors t, t~ and information operator N: B  2Cn
by the equations
t=[t1 , t2 , ... , tn]T, t~ =[t~ 1 , t~ 2 , ... , t~ n]T,
Nx=[y # Cn : _t~ # Rn (&t~ &t&# 6 &y&N x&p$)].
The problem can now be reformulated as a recovery of the linear func-
tional S(x)=x (t0) from a piece of information y # Nx, (see [7, 12, 13]. In
the technical literature, the inaccuracy in reading the sampling points is
often referred to as jitter. We should like to stress that in this model the
jitter is measured in the maximum norm, whereas the noise in evaluating
the samples is estimated through the pth norm. Although using arbitrary
norms for measuring the jitter and the sampling noise is self-interesting,
we confined ourselves to these particular norms since they are relevant to
practice (especially with p=).
The recovery of S(x) is accomplished by an algorithm , defined as any
transformation of the information vector y # Nx into C, i.e., ,: Cn  C. The
error of , is defined by
e(,)=sup[ |S(x)&,(y)| : x # B, y # Nx].
Let A(y) denote the image under S of the set of all functions x # B sharing
the information vector y, i.e.,
A(y)=[S(x) : x # B, y # Nx].
We remind the reader that the quantities
r(#, $)=sup[inf[sup[ |z&a| : a # A(y)] : z # C] : y # Cn]
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and
d(#, $)=sup[ |a&b| : a, b # A(y), y # Cn],
referred to as the radius and the diameter of information, respectively,
satisfy the relations
r(#, $)= 12 d(#, $)
and both show the intrinsic difficulty of the problem since
r(#, $)=min[e(,) : ,: Cn  C],
see [7, 9, 12, 13).
The goal of this paper is to study the dependence of d(#, $) on #, $ and
on the diameter of exact information d(0, 0). The case of zero jitter (#=0)
has recently been studied in [1, 2].
We shall show that
(1&:) d(0, 0)+:C1032#+D1 $d(#, $)d(0, 0)+C2 032#+D2 $
for sufficiently small # and $. Here : is an arbitrary number in [0, 0.5] and
the points tk are assumed to be of the form tk=0{k+a, k=0, 1, ..., n with
{k independent of the bandwidth 0. The constants C1 , C2 , D1 , D2 are
independent of 0, #, and $. Thus for fixed $ the diameter d(#, $) might be
not satisfactorily small if #032>1. Since in practice 0 often exceeds 216
this may force us to ensure very small jitter.
2. ESTIMATING DIAMETER OF INFORMATION
We begin the discussion with introducing some notation. Let ( } , }) and
&}& denote the inner product and the norm in L2[&0, 0], respectively. Let
uk (})=exp(&itk } ) and u~ k ( } )=exp(&it~ k }) for k=0, 1, ..., n. Given a func-
tion x # B let Nx and N x stand for the vectors of exact information
corresponding to the exact and jitter-contaminated sampling points,
respectively, i.e.,
Nx=[x (t1), x (t2), ..., x (tn)]T, N x=[x (t~ 1), x (t~ 2), ..., x (t~ n)]T,
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or, equivalently,
Nx=[(x, u1) , (x, u2) , ..., (x, un)]T,
N x=[(x, u~ 1) , (x, u~ 2) , ..., (x, u~ n)]T.
We also have S(x)=(x, u0). Let M and g be defined by the equations
M=(sinc(0(tj&tk)))nj, k=1=
1
20
((uk , uj) )nj, k=1
and
g=
1
20
[(u0 , u1) , ..., (u0 , un)]T
=[sinc(0(t1&t0)), sinc(0(t2&t0)), ..., sinc(0(tn&t0))]T.
Here sinc stands for the sinus cardinalis function, i.e.,
sinc(x)={
sin(x)
x
, if x{0,
1, if x=0.
In what follows we assume that n1p=1 for p= and given positive
number # we write
:(#)={- 20(1-sinc(#0)),- 20(1-sinc(m),
if #<m0,
if #m0,
where m is the positive number such that sinc(m)=min[sinc(x) : x # R].
2.1. Upper Bounds
In order to estimate the diameter d(#, $) from above we first find the
radius of a ball containing the set Nx. This ball is centered at the vector
of exact information Nx, and its radius depends on the parameters #
and $.
Lemma 2.1. If x # B and y # Nx, then
&y&Nx&p:(#) n1p+$.
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Proof. Given a vector y # Nx and a function x # B there exists a vector
t~ # Rn such that &t~ &t&# and &y&N x&p$. Thus
&y&Nx&p&y&N x&p+&Nx&N x&p$+&Nx&N x&p .
Given a number p # [1, ) we have
&Nx&N x&p=\ :
n
k=1
|(x, uk&u~ k) | p+
1p
\ :
n
k=1
&uk&u~ k& p+
1p
=\ :
n
k=1 \|
0
&0
|e&i(t~ k&tk) |&1|2 d|+
p2
+
1p
=- 20 \ :
n
k=1
(- |1&sinc(0 |tk&t~ k | )+
p
+
1p
:(#) n1p.
Similarly, for p= we get
&Nx&N x&=sup
k
|(x, uk&u~ k) |sup
k
&uk&u~ k&
=- 20 sup
k
- 1&sinc(0|tk&t~ k | ):(#).
Consequently, &y&Nx&p:(#) n1p+$ for any p # [1, ]. This com-
pletes the proof. K
Lemma 2.1 says that Nx/B(Nx, :(#)n1p+$) for all x # B. Here,
B(a, r) stands for the ball in Cn of radius r about a. We should like to point
out that for p= the radius :(#)+$ is smallest possible for the inclusion
to hold true. More precisely, we have the following result.
Remark 2.1.
[x # B : _y # Nx(&y&Nx&=:(#)+$)]
=[\u1:(#)&1 (exp(\i# } )&1), ..., \un:(#)&1 (exp(\i# } )&1)].
Proof. The inclusion # can be easily verified. Thus, we shall only prove
the inverse inclusion. To this end, we choose a function x # B and a vector
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t~ # Rn such that there exists a vector y # Nx such that &y&Nx&=
:(#)+$ and
&t~ &t&#, &y&N x&$.
Then,
$+:(#)=&y&Nx&&y&N x&+&N x&Nx&$+:(#).
Consequently, &y&N x&=$, &N x&Nx&=:(#) and there is an index
k such that
(y)k&(N x)k=$, (N x)k&(Nx)k=:(#)
or
(y)k&(N x)k=&$, (N x)k&(Nx)k=&:(#).
Hence,
:(#)=|(N x)k&(Nx)k |=|(x, u~ k&uk) |&x& &u~ k&uk&=:(#).
This shows that &u~ k&uk &=:(#) and the vectors x and u~ k&uk are linearly
dependent. In other words, we have t~ k=tk\#, u~ k=uk exp(\i# } ) and
x=\
u~ k&uk
&u~ k&uk&
=\uk :(#)&1 (exp(\i# } )&1).
This completes the proof. K
Our next result shows that an upper bound on the diameter d(#, $) can
be obtained by considering the zero jitter and reducing the accuracy of the
samples’ reading to the level of :(#)n1p+$.
Lemma 2.2. We have
d(#, $)2 sup[ |S(x)| : x # B, &Nx&p:(#)n1p+$]=d(0, :(#)n1p+$).
Proof. By the definition of d(#, $) we get
d(#, $)= sup
y # Cn
sup[ |S(x1)&S(x2)| : x1 , x2 # B, y # Nx1 & Nx2]
=sup[ |S(x1&x2)| : x1 , x2 # B, Nx1 & Nx2{<].
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If x1 , x2 # B and Nx1 & Nx2{<, there is a vector y # Nx1 & Nx2 , and by
Lemma 2.1 we get
&N(x1&x2)&p&Nx1& y&p+&Nx2& y&p2(:(#) n1p+$).
Hence,
d(#, $)=2 sup[ |S((x1&x2)2)| : x1 , x2 # B, Nx1 & Nx2{<]
sup[ |S((x1&x2)2)| : x1 , x2 # B, &N(x1&x2)&p2(:(#) n1p+$)]
2 sup[ |S(x)| : x # B, &Nx&p:(#) n1p+$]
=d(0, :(#)n1p+$).
For the last equation see [7]. The proof is complete. K
In order to find an explicit upper bound on d(#, $) we shall also need the
following result concerning the radius of inexact information without jitter.
See [1] for the proof.
Lemma 2.3. If = is positive and sufficiently small, then
r(0, =)=r(0, 0)+= &M&1g&q+O(=2).
Here and henceforth 1p+1q=1. We are now ready to prove the
following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. If # and $ are positive and sufficiently small, then
d(#, $)d(0, 0)+2(- 23n1p032#+$) &M&1g&q+O((#+$)2).
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 with ==:(#) n1p+$ we get
r(0, :(#)n1p+$)=r(0, 0)+(:(#) n1p+$) &M&1g&q+O(=2).
The expansion sin(x)=x&x33!+x55!& } } } yields
1&sinc(x)=x26+O(x4)
and
- 1&sinc(x)=x- 6+O(x2), x  0.
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Consequently, for small # and $ we get
:(#)n1p=2 - 0n1p - 1&sinc(#0)=2 - 06n1p#0+O(#2)
and
r(0, :(#)n1p+$)=r(0, 0)+(- 23n1p032#+$) &M&1g&q+O(=2).
By Lemma 2.2 we have d(#, $)2r(0, :(#)n1p+$). Since d(0, 0)=2r(0, 0)
we finally get
d(#, $)d(0, 0)+2(- 23n1p032#+$) &M&1g&q+O((#+$)2),
as claimed. K
2.2. Lower Bounds
We shall first confine ourselves to the case of information contaminated
by jitter only, i.e., #>0, $=0. Given a positive number a let us consider
the class W(a) of entire functions f : C  C satisfying the conditions
|

&
| f (x)| 2 dx<
and
| f (z)|Kea |z| for all z # C,
where K is a positive constant independent of z, which may depend on f.
We now recall the PaleyWiener theorem which reads as follows.
The space W(a) with the inner product
( f, g) =|

&
f (x) g(x) dx, f, g # W(a),
is a Hilbert space of all functions f : C  C that admit a unique
representation,
f (z)=|
a
&a
F(t) exp(itz) dt,
where F # L2 (&a, a).
Thus, W(a) is the class of finite energy signals with bandlimit a.
We are now in a position to prove the following result.
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Lemma 2.4. If # is positive and sufficiently small, then
d(#, 0)2 - 23032#+O(#3).
Proof. Given an arbitrary nonzero signal f8 in W(1) we define functions
g , g 1 , and g 2 by the equations
g (z)=
- 2?
_ f8 _
f8 (0(z&t0)),
g 1 (z)= g (z&#),
g 2 (z)= g (z+#),
where z # C and _ f8 _=sup[ | f8 (t)| : t # R]. It is easy to verify that g , g 1 and
g 2 are signals in W(0) and their energy is 2?; i.e.,
|


| g (t)| 2 dt=|


| g 1 (t)|2 dt=|


| g 1 (t)|2 dt=2?.
Moreover, for the exact samples’ reading ($=0) we have
y=[ g (t1), ..., g (tn)]T # Ng1 & Ng2 .
Here g 1 (t0)=Sg1 and g 2 (t0)=Sg2 . Since
d(#, 0)|Sg1&Sg2 |=| g 1 (t0)& g 2 (t0)|
=| g (t0&#)& g (t0+#)|=
- 2?
_ f8 _
| f8 (0#)& f8 (&0#)|
and
f8 (z)= f8 (0)+
f8 $(0)
1!
z+
f8 "(0)
2!
z2+O(z3),
we get
d(#, 0)
- 2?
_ f8 _
|2 f8 $(0) 0#+O(#3)|=2 - 2?
f8 $(0)
_ f8 _
032#+O(#3).
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Now, by varying f8 # W(1), we obtain
d(#, 0)2 - 2? sup
f8 # W(1)"0
f8 $(0)
_ f8 _
032#+O(#3).
In order to complete the proof it is enough to show that
sup
f8 # W(1)"0
f8 $(0)
_ f8 _
=
1
- 3?
.
To this end, we consider an arbitrary f8 # W(1) and recall that the cardinal
series & f8 (k?) sinc( } &k?) converges almost uniformly to f8 (see [11]).
We have
f8 $(z)= :

k=&
f8 (k?)[sinc(z&k?)]$
= :

k=&
f8 (k?)
cos(z&k?)&sinc(z&k?)
z&k?
and, consequently,
? | f8 $(0)| :
k{0
| f8 (k?)k|= :

k=1
( | f8 (k?)|+| f8 (&k?)| )k
 :

j=1
j &2 :

k=1
( | f8 (k?)|+| f8 (&k?)| )2

?
- 3  :

k=1
( | f8 (k?)| 2+| f8 (&k?)|2).
Since the functions ?&12 sinc( } &k?) are orthonormal in W(1), we also
have
_ f8 _=? :

k=&
| f8 (k?)|2? :

k=1
( | f8 (k?)|2+| f8 (&k?)|2).
Thus,
sup
f8 # W(1)"0
f8 $(0)
_ f8 _

1
- 3?
.
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On the other hand, the derivative sinc$ belongs to the class W(1) and
satisfies the equation
sinc$(0)
_sinc$_
=
1
3 - ? k=& |sinc$(k?)|2
=
- ?
3 - 2 k=1 k&2
=
1
- 3?
.
Hence, the supremum is actually equal to 1- 3?. This completes the
proof. K
We recall that m is defined as a positive number such that
sinc(m)=min[sinc(x) : x # R].
It turns out that if p= and the jitter exceeds the level of m0; then for all
x # B the sets Nx are contained in balls whose radii are independent of #.
Moreover, there exist functions x # B such that some vectors in Nx belong to
the corresponding spheres. More precisely we have the following result.
Remark 2.2. Let p=, x # B, and #m0. Then
Nx/B(Nx, :(m0)+$)
and for some x we have Nx & B(Nx, :(m0)+$){<.
Proof. Given a vector y # Nx with x # B there exists an element t~ # Rn
such that
&t~ &t&#, &y&N x&$.
Thus,
&y&Nx&&y&N x&+&Nx&N x&
and
&Nx&N x&=sup
k
|(x, uk&u~ k) |&x& sup
k
&uk&u~ k&
=- 20 sup
k
(- 1&sinc(0(tk&t~ k)))
- 20 sup
k
- 1&sinc(m)=:(m0).
Consequently, Nx/B(Nx, :(m0)+$).
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We now define t~ =t+(m0)[1, ..., 1]T, x=(u1&u~ 1)&u1&u~ 1& and
y=($:(m0))(N x&Nx)+N x. Then x # B, y # Nx, &t~ &t&#, and
&y&Nx&=\ $:(m0)+1+ &N x&Nx&=$+:(m0).
This shows that y # B(Nx, :(m0)+$) and completes the proof. K
As a counterpart of Theorem 2.1 we shall prove the following result.
Theorem 2.2. If # and $ are positive and sufficiently small, then for an
arbitrary t # [0, 1] we have
d(#, $)
2&t
2
d(0, 0)+t - 23032#+$ &M&1g&q+O((#+$)2).
Proof. Let h8 # W(0) & ker N be chosen in such a way that _h8 _- 2?
and d(0, 0)=2 |h8 (t0)|. The existence of h8 follows from general results of
[7] concerning exact information. Without loss of generality we assume
that h8 (t0)>0 and given a number t # [0, 1], we define
f8 (z)=- 60
cos(0(z&t0))&sinc(0(z&t0))
0(z&t0)
,
f8 1 (z)=tf8 (z&#)+(1&t) h8 (z&#),
f8 2 (z)=tf8 (z+#)+(1&t) h8 (z+#), z # C.
By the PaleyWiener theorem we have f8 # W(0). Since _ f8 _=- 2? and
h8 (t1)=h8 (t2)= } } } =h8 (tn)=0, we also get
f8 1 , f8 2 # W(0), _ f8 1_=_ f8 2 _=- 2?, Nf8 1 & Nf8 2{<.
Consequently,
d(#, 0)| f8 1 (t0)& f8 2 (t0)|
=|t( f8 (t0&#)& f8 (t0+#))+(1&t)(h8 (t0&#)+h8 (t0+#))|.
For sufficiently small # we have
f8 (t0&#)& f8 (t0+#))=2 - 23032#+O(#3)>0
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and
h8 (t0&#)+h8 (t0+#)=2h8 (t0)+O(#2)=d(0, 0)+O(#2)>0.
Thus,
d(#, 0)(1&t) d(0, 0)+2t - 23032#+O(#2).
Lemma 2.3 yields d(0, $)=d(0, 0)+2$ &M&1g&q+O($2) as $  0+. Since
d(#, $)d(0, $) and d(#, $)d(#, 0), we finally get
d(#, $) 12(d(0, $)+d(#, 0))

2&t
2
d(0, 0)+t - 23032#+$ &M&1g&q+O((#+$)2),
as #, $  0+. This completes the proof. K
5. CONCLUSION
Taking Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 together we immediately get
Theorem 3.3. If # and $ are positive and sufficiently small, then for an
arbitrary t # [0, 1] we have
A+O((#+$)2)d(#, $)B+O((#+$)2),
where
A=
2&t
2
d(0, 0)+t - 23032#+$ &M&1g&q
and
B=d(0, 0)+2(- 23n1p032#+$) &M&1g&q .
We should like to point out that, in practice, one usually selects the
points tk in the form tk=0&1{k+a, k=0, 1, ..., n, with {k independent of
the bandwidth 0. Then the matrix M and the vector g are also independ-
ent of 0. Thus, the diameter d(#, $) might be not satisfactorily small if
#032>1 or &M&1g&q $>1. Since 0 often exceeds 216 (see [8]), this may
force us to ensure very small jitter.
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We close this paper with the following corollary concerning the case
when p= and &M&1g&1 &1.
Corollary 3.1. If p= and &M&1g&1 is close to 1, then
d(#, $)=C[d(0, 0)+2 - 23032#+2$]+O(#2+$2), as #, $  0+,
where C # [12, D] and D is close to 1.
Proof. The result easily follows from Theorem 3.3 with t=1.
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